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Abstract
Background: Geographic information systems (GIS) mapping is fairly novel in describing utilization of health services. Our study is the first to use GIS to demonstrate that telehealth pediatric specialty service access would create substantial savings in travel time and distance compared with accessing a tertiary-care center for similar service. Materials and Methods: A retrospective chart review of telehealth encounters and geocoding of patients’ address were done with actual travel along road calculations to estimate travel time and distance for a visit, compared with a hypothetical visit to the nearest tertiary-care site for the similar service. Results: Over a 2-year period, 255 telehealth visits by 171 patients with a variety of developmental and behavioral diagnoses were made to five telehealth sites. The median travel time and distance saved by accessing a telehealth site were 66.9 min and 63.8 miles, respectively. Of these patients, 12.3% had a median negative estimated savings of 52.7 min and 39.0 miles, which was associated with longer travel burden. Using the straight-line method underestimated the total time and distance traveled by approximately one-quarter of the actual distance (median distance of 20.5 miles underestimate relative to the median distance of 100.7 miles). Conclusions: Telehealth patients experienced significant reduction in travel times and distances. Patients/families would accept an increased burden of spatial accessibility in exchange for reduced burdens in other aspects of access, such as accommodation or acceptability when engaging telehealth services. Using a road network-based method is more accurate than previously used straight-line methods in calculating distance impedance.
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Introduction
J.M., a 10-year-old boy with developmental delay and a genetic disorder, was getting into trouble at school for inappropriate and disruptive behaviors. He was at risk of being suspended and placed in an inpatient facility. The family was at their wits’ end, and the local mental health agencies in eastern Kentucky were unable to provide specific guidance on resolving the situation. The family had transportation difficulties, and J.M. was reported to do poorly with transitions and long travel. The family sought out the first author’s (N.S.) telemedicine (TM) clinic at their nearby facility (only 20 miles from their home), compared with visiting the tertiary-care center (120 miles away). His care involved multiple visits, over a period of almost 3 years, both for parent advocacy and training and for medication adjustments. As a result, J.M. has been able to continue in his school environment with increased behavioral supports. His guardian G.C. professed she would never have been able to achieve these outcomes had the TM site not existed. In her own words:

It is a big help with the shorter travel time and closer to home that I can do this by myself. If the visits were in Lexington, my husband would have to travel with me, and this is difficult with him working a full time job. Another is that my child arrives less agitated due to the shorter time confined in the car.

Telehealth has long been recognized as a method to reduce barriers to access in terms of geographic distances and time spent on travel.1,2 Kentucky adopted telehealth in the 1990s, and today the Kentucky TeleHealth Network3 connects over 200 healthcare facilities, community mental health centers, public school clinics, and prison clinics via direct, point-to-point communication circuits or via high-speed Internet connectivity.

Developmental-behavioral pediatrics (DBP) is a subspecialty of pediatrics involving evaluation and management of childhood and adolescent developmental and behavioral problems. For families from eastern Appalachian Kentucky, accessing a DBP specialist often entails travel of up to 200 miles each way to the nearest tertiary-care center at the University of Kentucky (UK) in Lexington. In 2008, UK DBP services extended through Kentucky TeleHealth Network to five eastern Kentucky health facilities: St. Claire Regional Medical Center in Morehead (and its sub-network locations at Sandy Hook and Olive Hill), North Fork Valley Community Health Center in Hazard, and Highlands Regional Medical Center in Prestonsburg. All locations lie in the heart of Appalachian Kentucky (Fig. 1).

Access to healthcare services has traditionally been defined as the ability to meet the need or demand of healthcare services.4 A commonly encountered theoretical framework of access is the “Five As of Access”: Availability (geographic/physical), Accessibility, Accommodation, Affordability, and Acceptability.5 The most commonly used
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metric for geographic accessibility is some form of travel-based impedance, typically a distance, time, or travel cost. Distance between any two points may be calculated as a straight line or as the sum of road lengths traveled along a road network connecting the two points. As a result, the estimation of starting and ending points of travel routes can vary in their accuracy and precision.

Geocoding is the systematic assignment of spatial coordinates to data based on address information and is a key feature of geographic accessibility studies. Geographic information system (GIS) technology integrates hardware, software, and data for capturing, managing, analyzing, and displaying forms of geographically referenced information. GIS is used in healthcare to understand, investigate, and improve need assessment, health service availability, and healthcare utilization patterns using various geographic, visual, and spatial analytic techniques. Travel distance, time, and transit costs have great impact on patient access to healthcare. GIS-based estimation techniques can directly incorporate these aspects as part of a methodological investigation of access to care. Although several studies have used GIS-based techniques to examine accessibility, fewer have examined actual utilization of services. GIS-enabled research studies in pediatric populations have used “straight-line” calculation for distance. There have also been studies using GIS with telehealth to assess locational efficiency of adult subspecialist distribution, but no studies to describe program utilization of telehealth services for a pediatric subspecialty such as DBP.

We undertook this study to describe the utilization of DBP subspecialty services delivered by telehealth across Eastern Kentucky. We hypothesized that access to telehealth sites would create substantial savings in travel time and distance compared with travel to the hub tertiary-care center for similar service. We also hypothesized that the method of using actual travel along a road network with GIS is more accurate than using traditional straight-line calculation methods.

**Materials and Methods**

Following approval by the UK Office of Research Integrity, the study involved a retrospective review of all patients seen by author N.S. at the telehealth sites over a 2-year period from January 2009 to December 2010. Billing capture data yielded telehealth encounters and provided a de-identified dataset including gender, age, insurance provider, International Classification of Diseases, 9th edition (ICD-9) diagnoses codes, patient address, and the telehealth site where the encounter occurred. The addresses of patient and telehealth site were geocoded, and all data are reported in groups or aggregate.

Address geocoding was carried out using ArcGIS Online North American Geocoding Service version 10. Models were executed with the ArcGIS Network Analyst extension in ArcGIS version 10, with ESRI’s Streetmap North America data serving as the network layer. These models estimated the travel time and distance from the patient’s home address to the telehealth site actually visited and also from their home to the tertiary clinic site at the UK in Lexington (hereafter referred to as the UK site). Descriptive statistics, graphs, and cross-tabulations were created by both patient and visit counts as seen at each location by age ranges, gender, diagnoses groups, and insurance coverage and were performed using the JMP version 9 statistical package.17

**Results**

In total, 255 telehealth visits made by 171 unique patients were recorded between January 2009 and December 2010. Visit counts per unique telehealth patient ranged from one to eight. Eight visits were made by four patients living in three counties of West Virginia, and 247 visits were made by 167 patients from 40 Kentucky counties. The mean patient age as of encounter date was 6.6 years of age (standard deviation, 3.12 years). The distribution of patients and their associated visits by gender, telehealth site visited, insurance coverage, and diagnosis group can be found in Table 1.

Of the 171 patients in the study sample, the majority were male (82%), visited the Hazard telehealth site (40%), and had a primary diagnosis of developmental delay (27%). In the diagnosis description section of Table 1, the “Other” category consists of 13 primary diagnoses across 30 patients, with the most frequent being oppositional defiant disorder (n = 8), anxiety disorder (n = 5), and chromosomal anomaly (n = 5).

Figure 2 shows the relative distributions of the calculated travel times and distances for each of the 255 visits. Two travel routes are calculated here, along with the travel distance/time saved by accessing telehealth site. The first travel route was calculated from the patient’s home address to the UK site, which would be the distance traveled in the absence of the telehealth sites. The second was calculated from the patient’s home address to the actual telehealth location he or she visited. Finally, we calculate the time/distance saved by each telehealth visit as the difference between the former two estimates. The dashed line indicates zero as a reference point in all of the charts below. As the frequency distributions of both the time and distance measures described here are all generally skewed, we report...
the median and interquartile range as measures of central tendency and variation, respectively.

As seen in Figure 2, the median travel time to the accessed telehealth site is roughly half the distance to the UK site. The median distance to the accessed telehealth site is approximately 37% of the distance to the UK site. The median travel time and distance saved by accessing a telehealth site were 66.9 min and 63.8 miles, respectively. Note the few instances where the time and distance saved are negative; these correspond to patients electing to access a TM site that is further away (in time and distance) than the UK site. Of the 255 visits on record, in total, 25 visits (made by 21 of the 171 total patients) had a negative estimated time savings, including one patient making five visits. These negative time savings ranged from –0.3 min to –153.1 min, with a median of –52.7 min, and an associated median travel distance savings of –39.0 miles. For this subgroup of patients, the mean patient age was 7.5 years, 81.0% were male, 76.2% visited the Morehead TM site, and 66.7% were Medicaid-insured. The most common diagnoses in this subgroup were autism (28.6%) and developmental delays (23.8%). They lived a median distance of 48.4 miles from the UK site and 77.1 miles away from their visited TM site.

The travel time and distance savings grouped by TM site appear in Figure 3. The median time saved ranges from a low of 37 min for the Morehead location to a high of 134 min for the Prestonsburg location. A similar pattern is found in the median distance savings by site, with a low of 36 miles to a high of 111 miles. Note that those facilities with the largest travel time/distance to site outliers in Figure 2 are the same sites that have several visits reflecting negative time/distance saved (Hazard and Morehead).

As previously noted, 25 patient visits had a negative time/distance savings when traveling to their visited TM site. All of these 25 visits were made to either the Morehead or Hazard location and composed 14.3% of the total 175 visits to these sites during the study period. The distribution of these visits by gender, telehealth site visited, insurance coverage, and diagnosis group can be found in Table 2.

Figure 4 compares the distribution of total distance traveled to their TM site between visits with positive time/distance savings to the TM site versus those with negative time/distance savings. As with Table 2, Figure 4 only includes visits made to the Morehead and Hazard sites. The median distance driven to the TM site by the negative distance savers was 71.17 miles versus 41.25 miles for the positive distance savers.

Figure 5 illustrates how estimates of travel distance using a straight-line, point-to-point method can yield biased estimates compared with the more valid measurements acquired from calculating distance along a road network. Figure 5 is a histogram of the
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Morehead</td>
</tr>
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<td>Prestonsburg</td>
</tr>
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<td>Olive Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnosis</strong></td>
</tr>
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<td>Developmental delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language/learning issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance type</strong></td>
</tr>
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<td>Medicaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
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<td>Missing</td>
</tr>
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ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

Fig. 2. Times/distances: home to main site at the University of Kentucky (UK), home to telemedicine (TM), and savings. IQR, interquartile range.
difference between the straight-line and road network-based travel estimates to the UK site for each patient visit in our sample.

The straight-line method underestimates the true travel distance between the UK site and the patient’s home by a median distance of 20.5 miles (using the road network method as the true standard of distance). These underestimates range from a minimum of 0.3 miles to a maximum of 60.6 miles. In our study, we found that using the straight-line method underestimated the total time and distance traveled to the UK site by approximately one-quarter of the actual distance, with a median distance of 20.5 miles underestimate relative of the median distance of 100.7 miles.

**Discussion**

GIS is a fairly novel method to describe healthcare utilization, and, to our knowledge, this is the first time that GIS mapping techniques have been used to describe utilization of a pediatric specialty outpatient service. DBP continues to experience provider shortages, and there are increasing numbers of children with developmental and behavioral issues encountered by primary care clinicians. Although TM may not provide a solution to the manpower shortage, it may alleviate the geographic access barriers. At present, there are few DBP clinicians in the United States using telehealth, and we hope that more embrace telehealth to complement their existing models of healthcare.
delivery. However, it is critical that DBP clinicians intending to pursue telehealth modalities familiarize themselves with local regulatory issues and community partners interested in partnerships.

As expected, there were substantial travel savings per visit for families accessing the telehealth site versus the tertiary-care center. In this article, we have chosen not to elaborate on fiscal savings, as that takes into account indirect costs beyond travel savings, and we will present those data in a separate manuscript including system costs of telehealth. We believe that our study provides a more accurate description of utilization of health services by seeking to geocode actual patient addresses on which to base calculations. Although this is a slightly more laborious process than straight-line estimation method, it does seek to be more accurate compared with previous attempts to use centroid of a zip-code of patient location or to use the distance between the telehealth site and tertiary-care center as a proxy. To calculate distance along a road network, a user would need software that can select the shortest route between two sites based on available road network data and then aggregate the distances of the road components composing the selected path. Modern GIS software packages have automated this process, and road network data are available from a variety of commercial and noncommercial sources, making the continued use of straight-line distance calculations decreasingly defensible in terms of measurement validity.

The geocoded location of a patient address is considered protected health information, and protecting patient anonymity is a foremost consideration in public reporting of spatially referenced patient data. Some studies have sought to involve geomasking, which seeks to conceal patient or event locations through aggregation or the intentional introduction of “jitter” into the location’s coordinates. Additionally, geomasking leads to trade-off between the accuracy of spatial information and protecting health information. As we do not show any maps of individual patient’s point locations, we did not need to use geomasking. Furthermore, our reported tabulations are all presented in aggregate with no potential to identify individual patients.

The method of determining travel time used here does not take into consideration any delay due to traffic, weather, or other similar random impediments to travel that may occur. Generally, the longer the road segment or total trip distance, the less the impact of these types of travel barriers. These travel impediments would be expected to have greatest influence in urban areas; however, our calculations were for a mostly rural area. The method we used is able to account for certain functional characteristics of roadways in the preliminary shortest-path selection process: enforcing direction on one-way roads, avoiding toll roads, allowing U-turns, accounting for speed limits in time calculations, etc.

An interesting finding of this study is the number of patients who had negative savings of time and distance in accessing the telehealth site, as they drove further to access telehealth than it would have taken to drive to the main/tertiary clinic site. This can be conceptualized as an exchanging of different barriers to access. Using the “5 As” paradigm of access, we propose that this set of negative distance-saving travelers were willing to accept an increased burden of spatial accessibility (as an increase in travel time/distance) in exchange for reduced burdens in other aspects of access, such as accommodation or acceptability. For instance, the average waiting list lead time for new telehealth appointments (for the first author N.S.) was 4 weeks, whereas the same waiting list lead time at the tertiary clinic site was 9 weeks. If a patient’s family accepted an increased distance burden by electing to travel longer distances (a spatial accessibility barrier), they could reduce their waitlist lead time (an accommodation barrier) by accessing the same clinic via telehealth. Alternatively, patients’ families may have felt more comfortable accessing the telehealth sites in rural or micropolitan settings (an acceptability barrier), as opposed to traveling a shorter distance to visit the tertiary-care site in an urban environment. It is also worth noting that longer total travel distances were associated with negative travel distance savings to the two TM sites servicing negative distance-saving patients. We theorize that as the total trip distance increases, the marginal impact of negative distance savings may be reduced. Alternatively, this may simply result from some attractive feature of the chosen TM site’s location that motivates patients to travel the longer distance to that site.

There are some limitations of this study. First of all, no independent verification was made of the diagnoses codes of the subject population; these were obtained from billing documentation by the study team. Additionally, we did not look at health outcomes of the telehealth patient population. It is possible that the population accessing the telehealth sites in some way differs from patients seen at the tertiary-care site. Also, we are unable to determine if the population who accessed the telehealth site is representative of the population of the counties from which they hail. We also did not look at patient comfort and satisfaction with TM, but these topics have been extensively covered elsewhere. Additionally, as anecdotally referenced by caregiver G.C. in the patient testimonial, it is anticipated that children with developmental and behavioral pediatric problems do poorly with long travel and transition, but this has not been systematically measured in studies comparing telehealth with in-person encounters. An argument can be made that repeat visits (as seen in 43 of 171 unique patients) are a proxy for satisfaction.
Although we cannot tell from the data how many chose to come to the tertiary-care site after one visit at the telehealth site.

Lastly, while the option to access telehealth sites belongs with patients and families, there are certain types of patients for whom telehealth evaluation is not ideal because the modality inherently has limitations (physical exam in particular). We did not see (as part of outcomes of evaluation) which patients were deemed necessary for in-person follow-up to complete diagnostics after a telehealth evaluation.

Conclusions

Using the novel methodology of GIS mapping to describe utilization of DBP specialty services in Kentucky, we determined that patients/families were able to save considerable time and distance in access services through telehealth compared with similar services at a tertiary-care center. Using travel along a road network is more accurate in calculating distance by previous straight-line methods, and some patients are willing to accept increased travel burden to reduce other barriers such as accommodation or acceptability when accessing tertiary-care specialty pediatric services. As systems of healthcare continue to explore efficiency and family-centered approaches to service delivery, using methods like GIS mapping will be valuable to quantify, to some degree, patient- and family-related burden in accessing care. We believe that the methodology described in this article can be used by other disciplines of healthcare and service delivery models, whether rural or urban, specialty or primary care, telehealth or brick-and-mortar settings. This information could be used to demonstrate the ability of models like telehealth to reduce access barriers and appear feasible to patients and their families. The finding that some families are willing to incur a “negative” burden of impedance is noteworthy for administrators and clinicians who plan on expanding services to novel geographic areas and may aid in service-planning decision making.
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